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Throughout﻿ this﻿ section,﻿ a﻿ set﻿U﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ a﻿non-empty﻿ initial﻿ universe,﻿E﻿ is﻿ a﻿ set﻿ of﻿parameters﻿
describing﻿objects﻿in﻿U,﻿P U  ﻿is﻿the﻿power﻿set﻿of﻿U ﻿and﻿ A E⊆ .
Definition 1:﻿A﻿pair﻿ F A,  ﻿ is﻿called﻿a﻿soft﻿set﻿over﻿U ,﻿where﻿ F ﻿ is﻿a﻿mapping﻿given﻿by﻿
F A P U:    .﻿In﻿other﻿words,﻿a﻿soft﻿set﻿ F A,  ﻿over﻿U ﻿is﻿a﻿parameterized﻿family﻿(subset)﻿of﻿
the﻿universe﻿U .﻿For﻿  A ,﻿ F   ﻿may﻿be﻿considered﻿as﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿α -elements﻿of﻿the﻿soft﻿set﻿
F A  ﻿or﻿the﻿set﻿α -approximate﻿elements﻿of﻿the﻿soft﻿set﻿F A  .﻿Clearly,﻿a﻿soft﻿set﻿is﻿not﻿a﻿(crisp)﻿
set.
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Example 1:﻿Let﻿a﻿universe﻿U﻿=﻿{c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9, c10}﻿be﻿a﻿set﻿of﻿candidates﻿and﻿a﻿




F(e1)﻿=﻿{c1, c2, c4, c5},﻿F(e2)﻿=﻿{c3, c8, c9},﻿F(e3)﻿=﻿{c6, c9, c10},﻿F(e4)﻿=﻿{c2, c3, c4, c5, c8},﻿
F(e5)﻿=﻿{c2, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9, c10},﻿F(e6)﻿=﻿{c6, c9, c10}﻿and﻿F(e7)﻿=﻿{c6, c9, c4, c10}﻿
Now﻿consider﻿a﻿ soft﻿ set﻿ (F, E),﻿which﻿describes﻿ the﻿“capabilities﻿of﻿ the﻿candidate﻿ for﻿hire”.﻿
According﻿to﻿the﻿data﻿collected,﻿the﻿soft﻿set﻿(F, E)﻿will﻿be﻿as﻿the﻿following:
(F, E)﻿=﻿
communicative c c c c








amwork c c c
informationmanagement c c c c c
  , ,




2 3 4 5 8





enterpreneurship c c c c c c
leadership c c























(v).﻿For﻿example,﻿for﻿the﻿approximation﻿moral﻿=﻿{c6, c9, c10},﻿P﻿is﻿moral﻿and﻿v﻿=﻿{c6, c9, c10}.
Definition 2:﻿Let S =﻿(U, A, V{0,﻿1},﻿f)﻿be an information system. If Va =﻿{0,﻿1},﻿for every α﻿∈﻿A, 
then S =﻿(U, A, V{0,﻿1},﻿f)﻿is called a Boolean-valued information system.
Proposition 1:﻿Each soft set can be considered as a Boolean-valued information system.
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S =﻿(U, A, V,﻿f)﻿into﻿ A ﻿numbers﻿of﻿Boolean-valued﻿information﻿system﻿Si =﻿(U, ai, V{0,﻿1},﻿f)﻿,﻿where﻿
A ﻿is﻿the﻿cardinality﻿of﻿A﻿(Herawan﻿et﻿al.,﻿2010).
The﻿decomposition﻿of﻿S U AV f= ( ), , , ﻿is﻿based﻿on﻿the﻿decomposition﻿of﻿A a a aA= …{ } , , , 1 2
into﻿the﻿disjoint-singleton﻿attribute﻿{a1},{a2},…,{a|A|}.﻿At﻿this﻿stage,﻿the﻿only﻿complete﻿information﻿
system﻿is﻿given﻿the﻿consideration.﻿Let﻿ S U AV f= ( ), , , ﻿be﻿an﻿information﻿system﻿such﻿that﻿for﻿
every﻿a A∈ ,﻿V f U A
a 
,= ( ) ﻿is﻿a﻿finite﻿non-empty﻿set﻿and﻿for﻿every  , , .u U f u a∈ ( ) = 1 ﻿For﻿
every﻿ai ﻿under﻿attribute﻿consideration,﻿a Ai  ∈ ﻿and﻿v V∈ ,﻿then﻿define﻿the﻿map﻿a Uv
i

: ,→ { }0 1 ﻿




i( ) = ( ) = ( ) =1 0  ,   .
Next,﻿we﻿define﻿a﻿Boolean-valued﻿information﻿system﻿as﻿a﻿quadruple﻿Si =﻿(U, ai, V{0,1},﻿f).﻿The﻿
information﻿systems﻿Si =﻿ (U, ai, V{0,﻿1},﻿ f),﻿ i﻿=﻿1,﻿2,…,  A ﻿ is﻿ referred﻿to﻿as﻿a﻿decomposition﻿of﻿a﻿











Proposition 1.﻿Throughout﻿this﻿section,﻿a﻿pair﻿ F A,  ,﻿refers﻿to﻿multi-soft﻿sets﻿over﻿the﻿universe﻿
U ﻿representing﻿a﻿categorical-valued﻿information﻿system﻿S U A V f  , , , .﻿Let﻿ F A,( ) ﻿be﻿a﻿multi﻿
Table 1. Tabular representation of soft set (F, E) in (1)
U/E e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7
c1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
c2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
c3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
c4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
c5 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
c6 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
c7 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
c8 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
c9 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
c10 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
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Table 2. Decomposition of a categorical-valued information system
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s o f t - s e t s ﻿ o v e r ﻿ t h e ﻿ u n i v e r s eU , ﻿ w h e r e F a F a F Ai A, , , , ,        ﻿ a n d﻿












F a F a
F a 










F a F a




Maximum﻿support﻿is﻿a﻿summation﻿of﻿all﻿support﻿with﻿value﻿equals﻿to﻿1.﻿For﻿each﻿soft﻿set﻿ F aij,  ,﻿
the﻿maximum﻿support,﻿maxsup
,F ai j 
﻿is﻿defined
As﻿maxsup sup ,
, ,F a F a ii j ik j
F a        1 .﻿
Minimum﻿support﻿is﻿a﻿summation﻿of﻿all﻿support﻿with﻿a﻿value﻿less﻿than﻿1.
Figure 1. The MAR algorithm
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For﻿each﻿soft﻿set﻿ F aij,  ,﻿the﻿minimum﻿support﻿is﻿denoted﻿by﻿min sup ,F ai j  ﻿is﻿defined﻿as
min sup sup ,
, ,F a F a ii j ik j
F a        1 .
If﻿Mode max max sup , ,max sup
























 1 ﻿Then﻿ F aij,  ﻿is﻿a﻿clustering﻿
attribute.
I f ﻿ Mode max max sup , ,max sup
























 1 ﻿ t h e n﻿
max min sup , ,min sup

























A﻿ survey﻿was﻿ conducted﻿ from﻿ several﻿major﻿ cities﻿ in﻿ Indonesia﻿ such﻿ as﻿Bandung,﻿ Jakarta,﻿
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Figure 2. Flowchart which represent the overall phases
Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of variables
PE EE SI FC BI UB IQ SQ TR
Mean 3.53 3.05 3.28 3.58 3.69 3.45 3.17 3.27 3.37
Standard﻿Deviation 1.02 0.97 0.98 0.94 0.91 0.97 0.96 1.00 0.88
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Table 4. MAR results of performance expectancy
Soft set Max support Min Support Categorical Rank Attribute Rank
PE1_3 1 9.097217 6 4
PE2_1 2 3.149518 1 1
PE2_4 1 9.787458 3
PE3_3 1 8.001296 9
PE3_4 1 9.692183 4 3
PE4_4 1 10.50993 2 2
PE4_5 1 9.618991 5
PE5_4 1 8.899246 7 5
PE6_3 1 7.878145 10 7
PE7_2 1 8.648126 8 6
Table 5. Cluster of performance expectancy
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Figure 3. Cluster visualization of performance expectancy
Table 6. MAR results of effort expectancy
Soft set Max support Min Support Categorical Rank Attribute Rank
EE_1_3 1 9.562459 1 1
EE_2_2 1 6.935241 9
EE_2_3 1 7.394493 6 6
EE_3_3 1 7.679655 5 5
EE_3_4 1 7.277321 7
EE_4_3 1 6.727947 10
EE_4_4 1 8.655763 2 2
EE_5_3 1 7.775845 4 4
EE_6_2 1 8.030799 3 3
EE_6_3 1 7.021298 8
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Table 7. Cluster of effort expectancy











Figure 4. Cluster visualization of effort expectancy
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(UB1),﻿ (2)﻿Use﻿ e-government﻿ to﻿ interact﻿with﻿ the﻿government﻿ (UB2),﻿ (3)﻿Use﻿ e-government﻿ for﻿
business﻿affairs﻿(UB3).﻿The﻿ten﻿highest﻿MAR﻿results﻿are﻿shown﻿in﻿Table﻿14,﻿the﻿selected﻿attribute﻿












Table 8. MAR results of social influence
Soft set Max support Min Support Categorical Rank Attribute Rank
SI1_2 1 3.117754 8
SI1_3 1 4.793591 3 2
SI1_4 1 2.738255 10
SI2_3 1 4.71633 4 3
SI2_4 1 4.106532 6
SI3_3 1 4.302524 5 4
SI3_4 1 3.497493 7
SI4_3 1 2.989399 9
SI4_4 1 5.474741 1 1
SI4_5 1 5.016406 2
Table 9. Cluster of social influence
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System Quality










Figure 5. Cluster visualization of social influence
Table 10. MAR results of facilitating condition
Soft set Max support Min Support Categorical Rank Attribute Rank
FC1_1 3 2.838508 2 2
FC1_4 1 9.508888 9
FC2_4 1 10.91697 7 6
FC3_1 2 2.234506 5 5
FC3_4 1 11.44524 6
FC4_1 3 1.769727 3 3
FC5_1 2 2.550082 4 4
FC5_3 1 9.759461 8
FC6_1 4 2.905479 1 1
FC7_3 1 8.895404 10 7
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information﻿while﻿ filling﻿ the﻿questionnaire.﻿The﻿ results﻿portrayed﻿ that﻿FC﻿ is﻿ the﻿highest﻿variable﻿
in﻿influencing﻿the﻿people﻿to﻿use﻿e-government,﻿followed﻿by﻿PE﻿and﻿IQ.﻿This﻿means﻿that﻿MAR﻿has﻿
successfully﻿clustered﻿the﻿dataset﻿into﻿their﻿corresponding﻿clusters.
Table 11. Cluster of facilitating condition










Figure 6. Cluster visualization of facilitating condition
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Table 12. MAR results of behavior intention
Soft set Max support Min Support Categorical Rank Attribute Rank
BI1_2 1 1.820592 8
BI1_3 1 2.491672 4 3
BI1_4 1 2.44495 5
BI1_5 1 1.636874 10
BI2_3 1 2.126805 7
BI2_4 1 2.922605 2 2
BI2_5 1 2.864254 3
BI3_1 1 1.775 9
BI3_3 1 3.415026 1 1
BI3_4 1 2.237705 6
Table 13. Cluster of behavior intention
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Figure 7. Cluster visualization of behavior intention
Table 14. MAR results of use behavior
Soft set Max support Min Support Categorical Rank Attribute Rank
UB1_3 1 2.64955 5
UB1_4 1 3.174861 3 3
UB1_5 1 2.424969 7
UB2_1 2 0.468206 2 2
UB2_3 1 2.39914 8
UB2_4 1 2.853329 4
UB2_5 1 2.208683 10
UB3_1 2 1.577004 1 1
UB3_2 1 2.492069 6
UB3_3 1 2.283035 9
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Table 15. Cluster of use behavior









Figure 8. Cluster visualisation of use behavior
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Table 16. MAR results of information quality
Soft set Max support Min Support Categorical Rank Attribute Rank
IQ_1_1 2 4.474596 2 2
IQ_2_1 4 2.212847 1 1
IQ_3_1 2 2.830921 3 3
IQ_3_3 1 8.514813 5
IQ_4_3 1 8.026159 6 5
IQ_5_3 1 7.561114 7 6
IQ_5_4 1 6.194262 9
IQ_6_1 2 1.590757 4 4
IQ_6_3 1 7.401399 8
IQ_6_4 1 6.081725 10
Table 17. Cluster of information quality
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Figure 9. Cluster visualisation of information quality
Table 18. MAR results of system quality
Soft set Max support Min Support Categorical Rank Attribute Rank
SQ_1_3 1 8.251894 3 3
SQ_1_4 1 7.464171 4
SQ_2_3 1 6.463004 9 6
SQ_3_1 2 3.449915 1 1
SQ_3_3 1 7.124205 6
SQ_4_1 2 2.912732 2 2
SQ_4_3 1 7.129649 5
SQ_4_4 1 5.629641 10
SQ_5_3 1 6.669709 8 5
SQ_6_3 1 6.766555 7 4
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Table 19. Cluster of system quality










Figure 10. Cluster visualization of system quality
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Table 20. MAR results of trust
Soft set Max support Min Support Categorical Rank Attribute Rank
TR1_2 1 2.244 6
TR1_3 1 2.547781 4 3
TR1_4 1 1.91515 7
TR1_5 1 1.777524 9
TR2_2 1 2.445589 5
TR2_3 1 3.040363 2 2
TR2_4 1 1.896781 8
TR3_3 1 3.358023 1 1
TR3_4 1 2.853791 3
TR3_5 1 1.583571 10
Table 21. Cluster of trust
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Figure 11. Cluster visualization of trust
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